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Problem 1 (10pts.)
Rewrite the following function so that it uses a regular for loop instead of do-while loop.  Use the minimum possible

number of instructions.  Each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.   

char IgnoreSomeAndReadOne(int cnt) {
    int  i = 0;
    char chr;
    while (i<=cnt) {
        i++
        cin >> chr;
    }

    return(chr);
}

char IgnoreSomeAndReadOne(int cnt) {

    char chr;
    for ( int i=0; i<=cnt; i++) {

        cin >> chr;
    }

    return(chr);
}
// forever for loop receives no credit

Problem 2 (10pts.)
Write a function that accepts one single dimensional c-style array of integers ARR and an unsigned integer variable N

that holds the actual size of the used part of the array (both passed to the function when it is called).  The function

should fill in the used part of the array with numbers N, N-1, ..., 3, 2, 1 when the first item is stored in the array[0].

Then initialize all remaining array elements to 0.  Assume N<100.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will

cost 50%.  Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

void CHECK_POSITIVE ( int ARR[100], int N)
{
    int i;

    for (i=0; i<N; i++)
        ARR[i]=N-i;
// quick grading (without itemization):
//     5 points if initializing N..0 is missing entirely
    for (i=N; i<100; i++)
        ARR[i]=0;
// quick grading (without itemization):
//     5 points if initializing reminder to 0…0 is missing entirely
//         ARR={0} will not do as the array is already declared
//         it is not penalized separately, and is included in the 5 points
}
// otherwise 2 points per each correction, addition or removal of an instruction
// 2 points per instruction “out of the blue”

// copying from old exam a function that was also called CHECK_POSITIVE
//   or any other array related function receives no credit, Sorry.
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Problem 3 (10pts.)
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points until 10 is reached.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

void F (double a, double &b) {
    double c;
    a=31.0;
    b=32.0;
    c=33.0;
    {
        double b;
        a=34.0;
        b=35.0;
        c=36.0;
    }
    a=b;
    b=c;
}

int main() {
    double a=11.0, b=12.0, c=13.0, d=14.0, e=15.0;
    F(d, e);
    cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl;
  return(0);
}
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS:

   _11_   _12_   _13_   _14_   _36_
*/

Problem 4 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function that accepts a string variable passed by reference from the place the function is called.

That string holds one line of text.  The function should check if there is any space white space at the beginning of the

line, and remove that space before returning the variable by reference.  Must use string from the <string> library.

Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost 50%.  Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to correct or

shorten your code costs two points.

void ERASE_INITIAL_SPACE ( string & line )
{
  int p=line.find_first_not_of(“ \t”);

  if (p==string::npos) line = “”;
  else line.erase(0, p);
}

{ // alternative solution
  int p;
  for (p=0; p<line.size(); p++)
    if (line[p]!=‘ ’) break;
  line.erase(0, p);
}

// 2 points per each correction, addition or removal within a “line” up to 4 points
// 4 points per each “line” missing
// this is a void FN with string passed by reference
//        2 points per non-void return (of “” isntead of …line=“”; else…)
// 2 points per instruction “out of the blue”
// 5 points if cin or cout is used

// quick grading (without itemization):
//        erasing at the end instead of at the beginning 5 points if correct
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Problem 5 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function that accepts three double precision floating point numbers passed by value from the

place the function is called, and returns the largest of them.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost

50%. Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs two points.

double MAX ( double a, double b, double c)
{
    double max=a;
    if (b>max)
        max=b;
    if (c>max)
        max=c;
    return(max);
}

{
    if (a>b && a>c)
        return(a);
    else if (b>c /* && b>=a */ )
        return(b);
    else // if not necessary here!
        return(c);
}

// 2 points per each correction, addition or removal
// 2 points per instruction “out of the blue”
// 5 points if cin or cout is used

 Problem 6 (10pts.)
Simplify if possible and rewrite using if-else statements the bolded conditional statement block in the program.

Rewrite only the code in bold. There is no need to rewrite the whole program. Each correction, addition or deletion to correct

or shorten your code costs two points.   

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
  int w;  cout << "w=";  cin  >> w;
  switch (w)
  {
  case 0: cout << "zero" << endl;
          break;
  case 2: cout << "very " << endl;
  case 1: cout << "positive" << endl;
          break;
  default:cout<<"Out of range"<<endl;
  }
  return(0);
}

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
  int w;  cout << "w=";  cin  >> w;
  if (w==0) cout << "zero" << endl;
  else {
    if (w==1||w==2) {
      if (w==2)
        cout << "very " << endl;
      cout << "positive" << endl;
    }
    else  {
      cout<<"Out of range"<<endl;
    }
  }
  return(0);
}

Problem 7 (10pts.)
Write a function prototype for the function that is called ELIMINATE_FOUND.  The function accepts one string A

passed by reference and another string B passed by constant reference.  The function returns an unsigned short

integer.  Inside the function all occurrences of string A within the string B should be erased.  The number of times the

string B is removed form A should be returned using the return statement.  Each correction, addition or deletion to fix

your code costs one to two points.  Hint: check data types in your textbook.
unsigned short int  ELIMINATE_FOUND  (string & A,  const string & B)  //; no body
// one              two               three        four               five
// 2 points per each correction, addition or removal – 5 “groups”
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Problem 8 (10pts.)
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.

Make sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs two points until ten is

reached.  Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does.

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
// 1. Does this program really need <cmath> library? Show where in the program.
// - no functionality from <cmath> library is not used in this program,
//   and the library header does not have to be included
using namespace std;
// -                     V           V
double ReadDouble(double min, double max) {
// 2. Indicate which variable in the line above are passed by value
//    and which by reference by placing letters V and R above them.
// - both passed by value
    double a;
    for (;;) {
        cin >> a;
// 3. In what case reading from the keyboard fail?
// - reading fails when a non-number sequence of characters is typed
        if ( cin.fail() ) {
            cin.clear();
            cin.ignore(256, '\n');
// 4. What does the ignore command do to the keyboard input buffer.
// - reads and siposed off characters until the specified (here: ‘\n)’
//   character is found or the specified nuembr (here 256) characters are skipped
            cout << "I can't read it!\nplease reenter the number ";
        } else {
            if (a>=min && a<=max) break;
            else cout << "It's out of range!\nplease reenter the number ";
        }
    }
// 5. What are the circumstances in which the program leaves the forever for loop?
// - the program leaves the loop when the numebr read is within specified range
    return(a);
}

int main() {
    double x ;
    cout << "Please enter a decimal numbers between 0 and 4." << endl;
    cout << "x=";
    x=ReadDouble(0, 4);
    cout << "You have entered: " << "x=" << x << ", thank you." << endl;
    return(0);
}
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Problem 9 (20pts.)
Write a program that accepts floating-point type measurements made by a student in the laboratory.  The student

needs to know how the average changes with each next number entered.  The program should continue reading

numbers.  After each new data entry it should print: how many numbers were read so far, the current sum, and the

current average value.  For convenience, the program should exit if either a negative number or a non-numeric value

is entered.  Hints: look at sample loop with different ways to quit them example.  Recalculate the average within the loop.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std; // 2pts or correct library/ies, 1pt for extra libraries

int main() {         // 2pts or correct main-return structure

    double sum;      // 2pts or necessary variables declared outside of the loop
    int    cnt;

    sum=0.0;         // 2pts or necessary variables initialized properly
    cnt=0;
    for (;;) {       // no for loop – no functionality at all – 16 points combined.
        cout << "? ";
        double x;    // 2pts or reading, x declared (anywhwere above) and read
        cin >> x;
        if (cin.fail() || x<0) break;
                     // 2pts or correct loop exit condition and exit instruction

        cnt++;       // 2pts or correct calculations
        sum = sum + x;

        cout << "Read: " << cnt << " Sum: " << sum << " Avg: " << sum/cnt << endl;
                     // 2pts or correct results reported WITHIN the loop
    }
    cin.clear();     // optional in this case as we are not going to read any more
    cin.ignore();

    cout << "Thank you for using this program." << endl;

    return(0);
}
// no partial credit for only partially correct segment
// 2 points per instruction contrary to specification - “out of the blue”
// points taken until 20 reached


